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75 years, over 7,000 projects, more design awards than any other firm based in Hawaii

Leading sustainable design in Hawaii and throughout the Pacific Rim

Tells the story of Modern Architecture in Hawaii through the lens of the most prolific design firm in the Pacific – AHL

AHL is the most prominent, prestigious, and progressive architectural practice working in Hawaii. As such, the history of Modern

Hawaiian architecture is very much the history of AHL. Over the past 75 years, no firm has built bigger, higher, or more frequently that

AHL. This book tells their story and in so doing, tells the story of the making of a modern Hawaii. The output of the firm is

extraordinary, ranging from numerous state and federal facilities like the Hawaii State Capitol building to the Prince Jonah Kūhiō

Kalaniana‘ole Federal Building. The first high-rises in Hawaii belong to AHL along with some of most high-profile residential (Moana

Pacific), hospitality (Aulani, A Disney Resort & Spa), healthcare and education (John A. Burns School of Medicine), and commercial

complexes like the American Savings Bank and Pacific Guardian Center Towers, to numerous retail stores, schools and university

buildings, churches, and extensive work with the military.

AHL is the most prominent, prestigious, and progressive architectural practice working in Hawaii. As such, the history of Modern

Hawaiian architecture is very much the history of AHL. Over the past 75 years, no firm has built bigger, higher, or more frequently that

AHL.
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